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Dear Readers,
The cover story of this edition of Windblatt demonstrates the positive effects of ENERCON’s 
decision to become involved in a country such as Portugal. With the last of the production 
facilities promised by ENERCON nearing completion in Viana do Castelo, Portugal is evolving
from an importer of wind energy converters into a manufacturer and exporter. Besides bene-
fiting the environment, wind energy has brought jobs, economic growth, and business for
many Portuguese companies. At the same time, ENERCON has created new capacities to 
satisfy the worldwide demand for its wind turbines.

The renewable energies directive is the most ambitious measure taken so far by the 
European Union to curb climate change. By the year 2020, at least 20% of Europe’s gross 
final energy consumption must come from renewable sources. Each member state is given a
legally binding target value (these targets are not really detailed; there is basically one num-
ber per country). En route, they must reach certain milestones, which are verified by the 
EU Commission. It is left up to the individual states how they achieve this goal. The countries
alone decide which instruments they deem suitable. This is a great success because tried-
and-tested promotion mechanisms for renewable energies such as the German Renewable 
Energy Sources Act now remain untouched, contrary to the Commission’s original plans.

The provisions concerning grid development are particularly important for the progress of the
renewables sector. All EU member states “shall take the necessary steps” to ensure that an
adequate transmission and distribution grid infrastructure is available for the continued deve-
lopment of renewable electricity, says the directive. Grid connection and the use of storage 
systems for regenerative energy systems are to be supported. The directive explicitly suggests
priority grid access and dedicated connection capacities for regenerative energies as means
to accelerate the development of the renewable energies sector. Generation management –
a growing nuisance today for wind farmers in Germany’s northern state of Schleswig-Holstein
– can thus become a thing of the past and be limited to absolute emergencies. The directive
stipulates that grid operators must be accountable to a regulatory body. This is good news in
particular for wind farmers in those EU countries with a high share of regenerative electricity.
The ball is in the court of the grid operators! They must develop their grids and enable them
to take in the decentralised energy production from renewable sources.

Aloys Wobben
Managing Director ENERCON GmbH

Yours sincerely



need of smaller power systems for the fast re-

turn of active power after the clearing of grid

faults. Representatives from the manufacturer

then explained how ENERCON WECs with their

FACTS properties can react flexibly to the

changing conditions in power systems.

Beside wind energy technology, the provision

of reliable and validated data for systems plan-

ning and project applications was discussed.

Detailed information was given to explain

ENERCONs detailed approach to validate and

certify the performance of the WEC by accre-

dited bodies. This elaborated process was

highly appreciated by the attendees and un-

derstood as a major step on increase the qua-

lity of wind power integration and do reduce

risks and failures.

ENERCON underlined its leading position in

grid integration technology: “ENERCON WECs

combine optimal performances on the grid

with the capability to support the accelerated

transformations required in transmission and

distribution systems for the integration of re-

newable energies,“ Wachtel concluded.

Lithuania: Sudenai/Lendimai wind
farm taken over by customer

In December, ENERCON handed over the

Sudenai wind farm in western Lithuania to the

operators, “4 Energia”. The project is made up

of seven E-82/2 MW turbines perched on 77

metre steel towers in an area between the

townships of Sudenai and Lendimai, in Kretin-

ga County. Four turbines are situated in Sude-

nai, the other three in Lendimai.

First ENERCON workshop on grid 
integration of power system operators

Last November in Bremen, Germany,

ENERCON hosted a workshop on the grid inte-

gration of wind energy for transmission system

operators that was attended by 24 representa-

tives from ten countries. “Manufacturers and

system operators need to achieve a common

understanding of the demand, the possibilities,

and the challenges of grid integration of wind

power. This is the only way we can ensure

continued success in this area,” said Stephan

Wachtel, Head of Technical Support in the

ENERCON Sales Devision.

ENERCON presented its latest developments

in the area of wind energy converter (WEC)

technology addressing grid connection and

system integration. Afterwards, specific topics

such as the fault-ride-through (FRT) capability

of WEC were discussed. Even though this fea-

ture has been a requirement for the connec-

tion of wind farms to high-voltage grids for a

long time, the details still make for fruitful

discussions. ”There are more and more grids

that experience a significant increase in the

number of feed-in sources; therefore, the spe-

cifications for FRT requirements are frequent-

ly still fluid,” says Wachtel.

Another topic for discussion was the way in

which WECs can provide reactive power during

and after the occurrence of faults in the grid.

While representatives from Canadian grid ope-

rators emphasised its importance for power

system stability, Kevin Smethurst from the

British system operator NGET highlighted the

“These were actually two separate wind farms

which we took over in 2006 and merged,”

reports Andrus Zavadskis, technical director at

“4 Energia” based in Tallinn. The company is

acting on behalf of the owners AS Freenergy,

Tallinn, and the Norwegian AS Vardar Eurus.

Funding was provided by two Baltic subsi-

diaries of SEB and Hansabank/Swedbank.

The wind farm is situated only ten kilometres

off the Baltic coast near the Latvian border.

The area covering more than 38 ha is bisected

by a 110 kV cable line. Both farms are connec-

ted to this line at one point of common coup-

ling. The electricity is being bought by the 

Lithuanian utility, AB Lietuvos Energija, who

will be paying the set power purchase price of

8.7 ct./kWh over a 20 year period. Forecasts

estimate that the E-82s will run at full load ap-

prox. 2500 hours per year. Compared to other

sites worldwide this is a fair average. “We ex-

pect an annual yield of 35 million kWh,” says

Zavadskis. “The farm will help Lithuania in-

crease its share of green power.” Currently

only 3.5 % of the country’s electricity demand

is covered by renewable energy sources. The

government plans to up the share to 10 % by

the year 2010. According to “4 Energia”

approx. 200 MW of wind energy is needed to

achieve this goal.

Recently, “4 Energia” also launched operations

at the E-70 wind farm “Virtsu 2” in west Esto-

nia. More that 100 guests were at the inaugu-

ration ceremony, including the Estonian Mini-

ster of the Environment, Jaanus Tamkivi,

representatives of various parties and local

councils. “Virtsu 2” is located on a headland

which only emerged from the Baltic Sea about

1500 years ago. Ferries to the largest Estonian

island, Saaremaa, depart from Virtsu.

Latvian power company, Latvenergo, is

picking up the tab for this green electricity.

“Since the Latvian power system is in deficit –

most of the year their consumption is higher

than their production – at the moment purcha-

se prices in the country next door are better

than in Estonia,” explains Zavadskis.

Martin Kruus, former manager for renewable

energy projects at the state owned utility,
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E-82 next to high-voltage lines (Rhône Valley).

Andrus Zavadskis, Technical Director of “4 Energia”.
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Estonian Energy Ltd. (Eesti Energia), founded

“4 Energia” at the end of 2005. The firm now

has more than 10 employees and operates six

wind farms in the Baltic region with a total

generation capacity of 120 MW. The “4” in the

name stands for the four business sectors:

hydro, wind, solar and biomass, although its

main focus lies in wind energy.

On shore, “4 Energia” is currently planning to

install more than 250 MW wind energy

throughout the Baltic States. At the moment,

further projects in cooperation with ENERCON

are under way in Tooma, Estonia (6 E-82s) and

Mockiai, Lithuania, where this year 12 MW 

(E-82) will be installed on 108 m concrete

towers for the first time in the Baltic region.

EWG study: 100 % power supply from 
renewables feasible by the year 2040
The worldwide installed wind energy capacity

will double from 120 GW (at the end of 2008)

to 240 GW over the next three years. This is the

result of a study carried out by the indepen-

dent Energy Watch Group (EWG) based in Ber-

lin. The study explored four different scenarios

of power consumption increase with a view to

their impact on wind energy generation.

Measured by installed capacity, the wind ener-

gy sector has grown by 30 % per year in the

past decade. If this development continues – as

was assumed in two of the four scenarios – it

will lead to a

wind power

generation of

b e t w e e n

11,400 and

16,400 TWh

in 2025. Even

if power con-

sumption we-

re to increase

sharply (plus

3.6 % p.a.),

this would

mean that the

e l e c t r i c i t y

from renewa-

bles, mainly

wind and so-

lar energy, would already outdo conventional

electricity (share >50 %). Assuming a more mo-

derate increase in consumption (+1.8 % p.a.),

the regenerative share would even reach 77 %.

Even if the wind energy growth rate were to

halve and drop to +15.2 % p.a. – explored in

the remaining scenarios – electricity from rene-

wables would still achieve a share of 23 % to

32 % by 2025. By 2040, the study believes, the

entire electricity supply can be sourced from

renewable energies.

EWG sets a counterpoint to scenarios publis-

hed by the International Energy Agency (IEA)

which assume a much lower basic growth as

well as a sharp decline of new installations in

the middle of the second decade. “The IEA fo-

recasts are too pessimistic. The actual instal-

led cumulative wind power capacity in 2007

was four times higher than the average esti-

mates contained in all of the IEA World Energy

Outlook reports between 1995 and 2004,”

says Rudolf Rechsteiner, author of the study.

He emphasises that, contrary to IEA assumpti-

ons, the expansion of wind power generation

does not solely depend on the price of fossil fu-

els and the alleged cost advantages of nuclear

power. There are other important factors: The

free availability of the resource wind; the abili-

ty to avoid the risks of fuel price developments;

new regulations for grid operation; as well as a

worldwide market growth thanks to ever better

and more affordable wind power technology.

Development of installed wind- und solar power capacity depicted in four scenarios.

EWEC 2009
(Marseille/France)
16.03. – 19.03.2009
European wind energy 
conference and exhibition
(ENERCON in hall 1, st. 1427)
www.ewec2009.info

New Zealand Wind Energy 
Conference 2009
(Wellington, New Zealand)
20.04. – 22.04.2009
Exhibition and conference on
New Zealand’s wind industry and
wider energy sector
www.windenergy.org.nz

ENERGY 
at Hanover Fair
(Hanover/Germany)
20.04. – 24.04.2009
Technology tradeshow for the
energy mix of the future
(ENERCON in hall 27)
www.hannovermesse.de/energy

PWEA Conference 2009
(Warschaw/Poland)
21.04. – 22.04.2009
Conference on wind energy 
market in Poland
www.conference2009.pwea.pl 

All-Energy 
(Aberdeen/Great Britain)
20.05. – 21.05.2009
Renewable energy exhibition and
conference
(ENERCON at stand 26,
Exhibition & Conference Center)
www.all-energy.co.uk
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ENERCON set up the first two factories, con-
crete tower and rotor blade production, di-
rectly by the harbour of Viana in 2007. For
the heavy, bulky tower segments in particu-
lar, the transport route to their departure
point for export in the harbour needs to be

as short as possible. “Currently, more than
100 workers are producing towers for 
E-82 turbines with 83 m hub height,” says
Francisco Laranjeira, Managing Director of
Viana-based ENERCONPOR. “The maximum
capacity is 250 towers per year.”

Next door in the rotor blade production
plant, three large moulds – over 40 metres
long – are currently set up. “In 2009, we ex-
pect to manufacture 600 rotor blades for
the E-82 model,” says Laranjeira.

New Service headquarters 
In Lanheses, construction work has finished
on the mechatronics, E-module assembly
and final assembly plants, as well as on the
ENERCON administration building (including
Service headquarters for Portugal); all pro-
duction lines have been set up. “This year
still, we plan to manufacture the first 100
generators for wind energy converters in
Portugal,” declares Laranjeira. In addition,

6 WINDBLATT 01 | 2009 T I T L E  S T O R Y

ENERCON Portugal

Successful implementation
of production facilities

ENERCON rotor blade factory in Viana do Castelo.

Within only two years, ENERCON has created the center of a modern
wind energy industry in Portugal at its sites in Viana do Castelo and
nearby Lanheses. Factories were set up for the manufacture of all
essential components of wind energy converters: A rotor blade and a
concrete tower factory in Viana do Castelo, and plants for generator
manufacturing, E-module assembly and final assembly in Lanheses.
The construction of an additional rotor blade manufacturing plant in
Lanheses began at the end of 2008.



ENERCONPOR in Lanheses plans to produce
around 200 complete E-modules per year:
“Originally we had intended to build only
the transformer level of the E-modules in
Lanheses, but now we’ve decided to build
all three levels here.”

Lanheses will also be home to ENERCON’s
sales, project management, installation,
and service departments in Portugal. The
administrative functions have already mo-
ved into the new building in Lanheses. Until
recently, they were housed in offices atta-
ched to the factories in Viana harbour. The
service and installation teams moved from
their former headquarters in Amarante di-
rectly to Lanheses. The site also accommo-
dates the central store for spare parts nee-
ded by the service teams. “The ENERCON
Service organisation has been active in Por-
tugal for more than 10 years. By moving to
Lanheses, they further improve their struc-
ture.” Besides the headquarters, ENERCON
operates another eight service stations
throughout the country.

Second rotor blade production
facility under construction
The bulk of investments that ENERCON com-
mitted to, based on the permissions granted
for the construction of 1200 MW of wind
energy in Portugal, has thus been made. By
adding a second rotor blade production
plant in Lanheses – where construction
started late last year – ENERCON goes the

extra mile and creates
hundreds of new jobs.

Extensive know-
ledge transfer
For its new operations,
ENERCON is organising
the transfer of technolo-
gy: To start off, production
staff receive several days
of classroom training. At
the end of the training
unit, the participants are
given a test to provide
feedback. What did the
new employees take
away from the training?
What type of work are they best suited for?
Next, the new employees are trained on the
job. All managerial staff and engineers recei-
ve several months of training at ENERCON 
sites in Germany.

Experienced staff from ENERCON’s German
operations visit Viana and Lanheses on a 
regular basis and provide guidance. “Our
experiences have simply been excellent.
The German and Portuguese staff alike are
highly motivated because they realise that
something very new and special for our
country is in the making,” says an enthu-
siastic Laranjeira.

More jobs remain to be filled: “We are still
looking for about 100 people for the mecha-

tronics facility, and about 500 for the
second rotor blade factory in Lanheses.”

ENERCON uses state-of-the-art technology
in its Portuguese factories. Rotor blade pro-
duction for example employs the new gene-
ration of paint robots. The second rotor bla-
de facility takes automation even further.
The layout of the factories was designed ac-
cording to the most modern principles of
work process optimisation. Says Francisco
Laranjeira: “The optimal combination of pro-
ductivity and quality is our common goal.”

Key components for WEC 
“made in Portugal”
There is already a large number of compo-
nents “made in Portugal” that are shipped
to construction sites within the country:
Towers, rotor blades, E-modules, and soon
also generators. Trucks deliver them right to
the sites. “In the long term, 60 % of our
production output will be destined for ex-
port.” This was one of the reasons for
picking the location by the harbour of Viana.

One of the requirements set forth in the call
for tender in 2006 was that supplier compa-
nies would establish operations in Portugal.
These consortium partners are also making
good progress with setting up their facili-
ties. “Because we are setting up the second
rotor blade factory, carbon fibre manufactu-
rer Saertex plans to build a new production
plant in Lanheses.”
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Workers placing layers of glass fibre fabric into a mould.

Final coating of tower segments at production plant in Viana do Castelo.



In 1990, the Windharvester/60 kW was the
first wind energy project in the UK designed
to supply power to a school and a commu-
nity centre. (Since then, renewable energy
systems have almost become a fashion
among environmentally conscious schools
in the UK.) The wind turbine in combination
with diesel generators was intended to
create a stand-alone system during grid po-
wer cuts. “There was even a system to 
divert excess wind power to heat the swim-
ming pool,” explains Robb. But unfortunate-
ly, the wind-diesel system never worked
properly due to problems with the control
system. “The council and the school had a
lot of difficulty keeping the machine run-

ning, and total yield in the first eight years
of operation amounted to only 200 MWh,”
explains Robb. In the late 1990s, Sgoil Lio-
nacleit had given up and the turbine was
standing idle.

At the time, Robb was working as electrical
engineer for a company specialising in rene-
wable energy grid connection. “But I really
wanted own and operate a wind power sy-
stem,” says Robb. When he heard of the
Windharvester in Liniclate, he seized the op-
portunity: He bought the defective turbine
and rented the site. He replaced the gearbox
and modified the control system. “In those
nine years that I operated and maintained

the Windharvester, it produced 1 GWh of 
electricity,” Robb says proudly. Towards the
end, he even replaced the entire nacelle
with a used nacelle from another WEC.

One of the first repowering 
projects in the UK 
In 2003, Robb started the process of obtai-
ning a planning consent and a grid connec-
tion for a bigger turbine. There is limited
grid capacity available for private power ge-
nerators in the West of Scotland. Says Robb:
“The grid-friendly aspects of the ENERCON
turbine were definitely in my favour when
negotiating with regional utility Scottish &
Southern Energy.” It was a long, slow pro-
cess, but eventually at the end of 2007,
Robb had everything in place including a
commitment from ENERCON to supply the
turbine. Based on his experience with diffe-
rent makes of turbines with gearboxes and
the difficulties he suffered with his own ma-
chine, he was particularly keen on 
ENERCON’s direct drive concept.

Robb’s persistence resulted in the realisati-
on of one of the first repowering projects in
the entire UK, and ENERCON’s first installa-
tion of an E-44/900 kW there.

Access to SCADA for local school
He did have to give up supplying power di-
rectly to the school and the community cen-
tre, though. “For the bigger turbine, we nee-
ded a new connection directly to the 11 kV
medium-voltage grid; this meant there was
no way to keep supplying the school direc-
tly at the low-voltage level.” To compensate
the council for this loss, Robb now pays a
higher rental fee.

Charlie Robb and ENERCON will provide the
secondary school with access to the remo-
te monitoring system via SCADA. “This will
be a really useful tool for the physics and
engineering classes.” The school will also
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Repowering in the Hebrides
Isle of Benbecula, Scotland

Last November in Liniclate on the Hebridean island of Benbecula,
a new E-44/900 kW wind energy converter went on the grid.
Operator Charlie Robb realised one of the UK’s first repowering 
projects at this site. Pupils in the nearby Sgoil Lionacleit secondary
school will soon be able to track the turbine’s operation in class via
the ENERCON remote monitoring system.

The E-44 in Liniclate on the Isle of Benbecula in the Atlantic ocean, 60 km west of the Scottish mainland.
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set up specific renewable energy lessons,
says Robb. He himself has already agreed
to lecture groups on the subject.

Benbecula is part of a chain of islands
connected by causeways, known as Uist.
The power grid is normally supplied by un-
dersea cable from the mainland. But there
is also a large oil-fired power station which
can support the grid or run it stand-alone, if
necessary. About 7,000 people live on the
islands. A lot of people work in the public
service sector: Administration, hospitals,
schools, and military installations. There is
also a high proportion of retired people. In-
dustries include fish farming and some
agriculture.

Wind conditions on the islands are simply
excellent: At the Liniclate site, the wind as-
sessment produced an estimate of 8.5 m/s
on average, at 55 m hub height. “In the first
two weeks of its operation, the new turbine
generated 175 MWh – that’s the same as
the old turbine produced in a whole year!”

“It is unusual in the UK for an individual who
does not own the land to be able to get all
the way through the process of permits, fi-
nancing and installation of a project of this

size,” says Robb. Normally there would be
other equity partners investing in a project
of this size. “The project benefited from the
fact that there was an existing machine on
site. I was also very fortunate to get loan 
financing from the Cooperative Bank in
Manchester. I considered different options
including local community investment but it
was not required in the end.”

Success of a one-man-business
Robb’s one-man business takes care of re-
newable energy installations around Scot-
land. “I have installed many wind turbines,
photovoltaic systems, and hydropower tur-
bines that I now maintain, in particular for
schools and village halls on the western is-
lands. I am now involved in various propo-
sed community wind farm projects.” The lo-
cal community, too, may soon become a
wind farm operator. According to Robb, they
are planning a wind farm development of
their own on South Uist.

Robin Borgert, ENERCON sales representa-
tive for the UK, emphasises how superbly
the ENERCON logistics department handled
the challenges inherent to the project: “All
components and cranes had to be shipped
to the construction site via small car ferries,

and everything was on time. It was a real
precision job!” Another great compliment
goes to installation supervisor Sieghard
Saathoff. “The team arrived, took care of
the job, and finished up in less than five
days: A picture-perfect installation at a
strong-wind site in November!”
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A group of pupils visiting the E-44 on Benbecula.

Charlie Robb.
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Windblatt: Ms Kaelble, you have now been
director of the Coordination Office for six
months. What is the focus of your work?
Kaelble: I would like to expand our profes-
sional services offer to our members – go-
vernment ministries, industry associations,
manufacturers, project planners, lenders,
and lawyers – with a focus on conferences
and seminars. Topics for this year will inclu-
de “land use planning for wind energy pro-
jects”, “employment and training”, and “ap-
proval and revocation procedures”. In
addition, we want to improve our members-
hip network and offer new services, such as
the creation of business contacts and a
Franco-German job exchange. Our external
communication will also receive a new look:
Our website will be overhauled in March to
improve user-friendliness.

Windblatt: What contribution can you ma-
ke to a positive message about wind ener-
gy in both countries?
Kaelble: We want to help wind energy gain
widespread acceptance in Germany and
France by presenting best practice exam-

ples from both countries as inspiration to
the professional audience and to our media
partners. We do this by organising seminars
and communicating their results, as well as
by finding contacts in both countries, for
example for expertises required by the me-
dia or for company cooperation.

Windblatt: How can you ensure that the
dialogue you initiate continues at the mi-
nisterial level?
Kaelble: By getting more and more heads
of divisions and units from the ministries to
participate in the events we organise, invol-
ving them as speakers or panellists. In ad-
dition, we urge speakers to talk not only ab-
out their own country but to include the
other country as well. Improved follow-up
will also be helpful, such as publishing
translations of event presentations as well
as more detailed information on conference
topics and the current status of the confe-
rences’ research projects.

Windblatt: What is the role of your organi-
sation among the industry associations?

Kaelble: The German WindEnergy Associa-
tion BWE and the French Renewable Ener-
gies/Wind Energy Association SER/FEE are
our core partners without whose support
we could not function. Together with the
German Ministry for the Environment and
the French Ministry for Industry, they helped
found our initiative. Public acceptance is a
good example of how we divide our work:
Companies and industry associations cam-
paign for higher public acceptance of wind
energy while we make sure that the impro-
vement of public acceptance is put on the
agenda in Franco-German exchanges

Windblatt: What do you think are the big-
gest differences between Germany and
France with regard to wind energy
Kaelble: The German wind industry is lea-
ding in the world, with a large power capa-
city already installed in the country. France
still has huge potential. Germany is looking
for ways to sustain the growth and is putting
repowering on the agenda, whereas France
is mostly concerned with sensible planning
to avoid public acceptance problems.

In August 2008, Laure Kaelble was appointed
new director of the Franco-German Wind
Energy Coordination Office (Koordinierungs-
stelle Windenergie/Bureau de coordination
énergie éolienne). 31-year-old Kaelble
describes the mission of this association: To
provide information and establish contacts
and so help its members promote wind energy
in Germany and France. “Our goal is not to
harmonise the approval procedures in both
countries. Instead, we want to provide a profes-
sional audience with detailed information about
processes in the other country,” she says. Laure Kaelble in the organisation’s office in the Ministry for the Environment in Berlin.

Mediator between two major
wind energy markets

Franco-German Wind Energy Coordination Office
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In Magdeburg-Rothensee in Germany’s Eastern state of
Saxony-Anhalt, ENERCON recently put into service a new im-
pregnation facility for E-70/E-82 generators. The resin coat
stabilises the copper windings and stacked sheets in rotors
and stators and muffles noise. “This has more than doubled
our worldwide impregnation capacity,” says Matthias Dutsch,
Managing Director of Induction Generatorenfertigung GmbH in
Aurich. Up to 2,500 generators per year can now be impreg-
nated in Magdeburg alone. In addition, the new facility impro-
ves the quality of work: The travelling of workpieces to and
from the impregnation trough, and the charging of the furna-
ces for preheating and tempering are fully automated.

New impregnation
facility in Magdeburg

Wind turbine generator production

About 80 workers are busy winding rotors
and stators during each shift inside the buil-
dings of the wind turbine generator produc-
tion plant in Rothensee. Once the windings
on a workpiece are complete, the workers
place it on special supporting frames in the
waiting area of the impregnation facility.
Two of a total of three workers in the im-
pregnation area accompany the rotor on its
way. One of them keys information about
the type, serial number and slot into the fa-
cility’s control system. Next, a conveyor ve-

hicle picks up the rotor or stator and takes
it to one of three furnaces for heating prior
to impregnation. The furnace doors open
and close automatically, and the contacts
for electrical heating attach by themselves.
Preheating takes about an hour.

Once the workpiece arrives at the impreg-
nation trough, the workers operate a crane
to place the rotor in the trough, which 
is then flooded with 2.5 m3 of monomer-
free resin. The resin level rises above the

pole shoes. As soon
as it comes into
contact with the hot
copper windings and
steel plates, the
viscous resin lique-
fies and penetrates
even the innermost
copper windings. The
rim of the rotor is
flush with a sealing
ring inside the trough
to prevent the resin
from entering the ro-
tor’s interior. Follo-
wing impregnation,

the workpiece is left for 40 minutes for the
resin to drip off and then goes into the fur-
nace for tempering.

“The resin forms a gelatinous coat on cop-
per windings and stacked sheets. It provi-
des stability and dampens noise emissi-
ons”, explains Wolfgang Benack, Managing
Director of Windgeneratorenfertigung GmbH
in Magdeburg. As a final step to protect the
resin and the generator’s steel components
from humidity, a robot applies powdered
pigment inside a glass-walled cabin. The
powder melts on the hot workpieces and
forms a coat of paint that is 200 µm thick.

“We have increased the output compared to
previous impregnation facilities through au-
tomation and parallel operation of three fur-
naces,” says Cord Druivenga, head of 
ENERCON’s operating equipment enginee-
ring department. Automation ensures consi-
stently high quality. At the same time, occu-
pational health and safety are improved.
The use of work platforms in combination
with the automation of transport shields the
workers from the processes inside the im-
pregnation troughs and the furnaces.Fully automated powder coating system in Rothensee.

Rotor about to be lifted into the impregnation trough.
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Torsten Gräpel doing maintenance work in an E-82 spinner.

Teams of two keep wind
turbines up and running

WEC Service mechanics 

ENERCON Service mechanic – 
a diversified job for proactive
people: After completing the 
initial training they are posted
to one of the ENERCON Service
stations located in close 
proximity of ENERCON 
installations. In collaboration
with the electronics engineers,
their task is to ensure that 
ENERCON wind turbines remain
in good working order. Excellent
insight to turbine mechanics
and an ability to pinpoint 
possible sources of error are 
essential qualities.  

“Three quarters of our time are devoted to
regular maintenance checks on the WECs.
In addition to that, we support the electro-
nics engineers in troubleshooting fault mes-
sages, carry out maintenance on new in-
stallations after the initial 300 hours of
operation and look after updating machi-
nes,” says Thomas Kersten who has been a
mechanic at the ENERCON Service station
in Sulingen, German state Lower Saxony,
for the past six years.

Team briefing at the station
The five Sulingen teams (ENERCON Service
technicians always work in teams of two)
meet in the morning at a former joiner’s
workshop transformed into a storage depot
to organise their maintenance schedule and,
whenever necessary, decide on the order of
priority for some 130 WECs in their vicinity.
Wind turbines that may risk an unwanted
shutdown are always at the top of the list.

“Our machines are designed to run for at
least 20 years. So it’s our job to locate and
troubleshoot any problems before they hap-
pen to prevent loss of revenue,” explains
Kersten. The WECs are regularly checked
every three months. At the base of the ma-
chine, Kersten and his team partner, Torsten
Gräpel, inspect the foundation, lift, ladders
and tower door. A visual check is performed
on the control cabinet panels. They make
sure that the rotor emergency stop button is
in proper working order and test if it is pos-
sible to pitch the blades from the tower ba-
se position.

Servicing a WEC machine house
Up top, in the nacelle, visual grease checks
are on the agenda. Bolts and fasteners need
to be checked, generator measurements ta-
ken and drives inspected. “If  anything is
out of whack on the motors, you can usual-
ly hear it during a test start up.” Kersten

talks about the occasional bolt replacement
and rare occasions when pitch and yaw dri-
ves have to be replaced.

Working on the 500 kg yaw drive is a tricky
job. If it has to be repaired, the team orders
an elevator work platform through the cen-
tral Service office in Aurich. Usually, the cra-
ne trolley arrives the next day. At the rear of
the nacelle, a winch is used to hoist all the
necessary gear up through the hatch.
Space is limited in the nacelle so precision
work and sometimes even a bit of improvi-
sation is called for.

Working at heights
“Friends and other people I talk to always
ask me whether working at such high
heights is not too dangerous,” explains Ker-
sten who is now an old hand at the job.
“I tell them, ENERCON has developed a
well-thought-out safety system and as long



as you stick to the regulations, it’s the sa-
fest workplace in the world.”

For the two mechanics, working at heights
is not just routine. Kersten confesses in the
first few years of service, when the weather
was good, he and his team mate used to
fight over the best look out spot – the servi-
ce hatch leading out onto the top of the
nacelle. “Now I think I know every detail of
the countryside around Sulingen from a
birds eye view.” Almost two thirds of the
ENERCON WECs around Sulingen are 2 MW
machines meaning that the towers are up
to 138 metres high and usually equipped
with a lift. “Our sector is actually quite com-
fortable: There are only about a dozen 
E-40s and six E-60s where we still have to
access the machine house using the safety
ladder,” says Kersten.

From machine engineering to
ENERCON Service
The 40 year old is married, father of two
children and owns his own house in Sulin-
gen. Before joining ENERCON, he worked in
the machine construction sector. “I used to
work for the industry and service providers
making conveyors for glass factories, test
benches, conveyor belt systems, semi-trai-
lers and tractor rims.” Contracts from servi-
ce providers were primarily in summer and
the working hours during that period were
extremely long. “Eighty-hour weeks” are
hardly family friendly, so Kersten started
looking for alternatives. He then worked in
the building industry where he spent most
of the year on construction sites. And final-
ly in 2002 he responded to an ENERCON
Service advert in the papers.

Work schedule manageable
What Kersten really likes about his current
job is the independence. “Our responsibility
is to ensure the machines are always up
and running.” This responsibility cannot be
passed on to the supervisor. “Even though
the technicians in the troubleshooting call
centre provide support for any questions
on-site, we’re the ones who have to iron
things out.” Another advantage is: “Apart
from the occasional troubleshooting missi-

ons, we can actually plan our
schedules quite reliably.”

From railways to WECs
Torsten Gräpel, a former railway
employee, has been with 
ENERCON Service Mitte for six
months. The 25 year old succes-
sfully completed his mechatronic
engineer qualifications with the
Deutsche Bahn. In the last four
years he worked for the German
railway at various locations until
he applied to ENERCON. “What I
really liked was that after the ap-
titude test in Aurich, I was able to
do two days of trial work. And
that’s where I realised that this
was the job for me.” After about
one year of service, the mecha-
nics usually have enough experi-
ence on the WECs to become a
team leader themselves. Later on, Gräpel
could see himself working overseas for a
year or longer. “I’d like to work in Canada.”

“We’re constantly looking for employees for
the international service sector – in Ger-
many as well as in other countries where
our company is present,” explains Rüdiger

Glesmann, Service coordinator and Mana-
ging Director of ENERCON Benelux. Concer-
ning career opportunities, Glesmann points
out that chances of landing a job in Service
Dispatch do exist. “Chances are especially
high in countries where the first big 
ENERCON wind farms have been installed
only recently.”
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Required qualifications:
Must have completed vocational 
training as a mechanic
Enthusiasm for renewable energies, in
particular wind energy
Physical fitness

Tasks and responsibilities:
Servicing and maintaining mechanical
parts of the wind energy converters,
troubleshooting along with electronics
engineers, support installation

Job description WEC service mechanic 

ENERCON is seeking service mechanics for its wind turbines installed in over 30 countries.
The employees are deployed from the ENERCON Service station closest to the wind farms they
are in charge of. To check which Service centres and areas are currently looking for mecha-
nics, visit the Careers section on www.enercon.de. Wherever possible, interviews take place
in the applicant’s country.

Thomas Kersten retrieving WEC data.

Advantages:
+ Varied tasks and responsibilities encom-

passing maintenance and repair of the
entire WEC mechanics; great indepen-
dence

+ Practical introduction to all aspects of
the job

+ Highest standards of safety with annual
refresher courses and further training

+ Career opportunities in Service Dispatch
in countries with at least several 
ENERCON windfarms 
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The Bonn headquarters of Moeller are loca-
ted in Hein Moeller street – named for the
man who made “Klöckner-Moeller” the big-
gest name in low voltage switchgears in
Germany – and still look like an electro-in-
dustrial manufacturing plant. But in fact, all
manufacturing facilities have moved off site
by now – electronics manufacturing being
the last one to move in 2005. “The Bonn of-
fice hosts our company headquarters,” says
Christian Bücker, press relations officer with
Moeller. In addition, sales, marketing, docu-
mentation, trade fair organisation, service,
and parts of development are located here –
all in all about 500 staff.

The Group today comprises 15 manufactu-
ring facilities worldwide. The family-owned
company added the first external plants in
the post-war period at locations that were
within one day’s travel from Bonn. Still to-
day, 350 workers in the Gummersbach
plant build components for contactors; and
the highly automated facility in Gladbach
produces motor protection circuit breakers.

“In Holzhausen and in Dausenau, two small
towns located about 100 km from Bonn,
Moeller manufactures control circuit devi-
ces, safety position switches, circuit brea-
kers, housings for pressure sensors as well
as control and safety relays,” explains
Bücker. Moeller continues to manufacture
core components in Germany or Austria; as-
sembly plants in other countries such as the
Czech Republic (Suchdol) and Romania
(Sarbi) build the final products.

„We offer an innovative portfolio of econo-
mical low-voltage switchgear solutions to
makers of control cabinets and machine fit-
tings,” explains Bücker. The whole gamut of
products is on display at the Bonn head-
quarters. Historical items such as the first
oil contactors and RCDs can be seen side by
side with the latest developments: e.g., the
NZM circuit breaker series for up to 2000
Ampere; multi-functional displays; safety
and control relays; electrical installation
equipment for building control automation;
as well as SmartWire Darwin, a technology

that employs communication technology in-
stead of conventional control wiring be-
tween I/O assemblies and switching devi-
ces. “This way, we significantly reduce the
costs of wiring and of PLC I/O assemblies,”
says Bücker.

Circuit breakers for cable and
machine protection
In between precursor models and latest
product developments, the exhibition also
shows the NZM compact circuit breaker se-
ries that is currently in use in all of 
ENERCON’s wind energy converter (WEC)
types, from E-33 to E-126. These circuit
breakers for cable and machine protection
are switching operating currents of up to
630 A, with a capacity of up to 150 kA. “In
Holzhausen, we also manufacture customi-
sed switches for ENERCON,” explains Nor-
bert Leicher, Research & Development ma-
nager at the Moeller factory. According to
Leicher, a workforce of 620 people at the
two sites processes 20 t of metal per day
and 90 t of plastics per month. Besides cir-

24 years ago, the Moeller Group, Bonn, started
producing components for control units and
power distribution systems in ENERCON wind
turbines. Their products may be found in al-
most every ENERCON power cabinet. The most
recent joint development is a navigation lights
control system based on a Moeller modular
control unit with FO fieldbus interface. Even
ENERCON’s special components engineers rely
on switch gears and other parts made by
Moeller. “The company is renowned for their
responsiveness, reliable technology, and excel-
lent value-for-money performance,” says Ulrich
Neundlinger, Managing Director of Elektric
Schaltanlagenfertigung GmbH in Aurich. Adjusting the trip units for circuit breakers – the glass doors serve as dust screen.

Experts in energy 
distribution

Moeller GmbH, Bonn



cuit breakers and contactors, they also ma-
ke sensors for industrial automation as well
as pushbuttons and indicator lights.

State-of-the-art machines give
600 strokes per minute
At Moeller’s Holzhausen facility, state-of-
the-art machines punch metal parts for
switches and contactors. Says Leicher:
“The fastest machine does 600 strokes per
minute. At the galvanic station, the parts are
electroplated with zinc and/or silver; the
welding/soldering station then combines
the busbars with the silver contacts.”

For quality assurance, Moeller operates a
multi-stage inspection system. At each pro-
duction step, workers use a standardised
scale to rate the respective product batch.
In addition, the safe functioning of circuit
breakers under high-voltage conditions is
tested at an insulated station. An automated
exit inspection checks each circuit breaker
for 21 relevant aspects, among them cut-in
reliability and trip precision. “On top of that,
our QA departments in Bonn and Vienna
check new products regularly as they are
being developed: quarterly by UL standards,
and every six months by CSA standards,”
adds Leicher. Moeller employs about 300
staff in research and development.

Joint development projects with
ENERCON under way
“ENERCON turbines use RMQ control devi-
ces, modular controllers, motor protection
circuit breakers and power contactors ma-
de by Moeller,” says Ingo Großmann, sales
rep in the Hamburg office of the electronics
manufacturer. Some joint development pro-
jects of ENERCON with Moeller are also un-
der way. Großmann mentions the obstruc-
tion lights control system in the WEC as well
as the arc fault protection device. German
law requires WEC of a total height of 100
metres or above to be equipped with signal-
ling for air traffic safety. By day, red stripes
on the rotor blades or white strobe lights
signal the presence of the WEC; by night,
red flashing all-round lights are used. To
keep the impact on the environment to a
minimum, a rule was introduced in 2007

that allows the navigation lights to be dim-
med: With visibility above 5 km, they shine
at 30 % of their original rated luminous in-
tensity, with visibility above 10 km, at 10 %.

Logic controller for avigation
lights management system
“A programmable logic controller made by
Moeller talks to the wind turbine databus to
exchange data for navigation lights mana-
gement,” explains Stephan Harms, develo-
per in the special components team at Elek-
tric Schaltanlagenfertigung. Modular
controller “XC100-FC with FO fieldbus in-
terface” switches on the lights, controls the
intensity, and documents all activities. The
controller communicates with the bright-
ness sensors and visibility meters and thus
helps to ensure that the luminous intensity
of the navigation lights is adjusted to the
prevailing visibility and daylight conditions.

Torsten Overlander, another developer in
Harms’ team, points out how many diverse
uses there are for Moeller products in
WECs. “At ENERCON, you’ll find Moeller
equipment in almost all control cabinets
and rectifiers.” This includes Moeller’s pro-
tection devices as well as their switching
and control circuit equipment.

Successful tests of arc fault 
protection device
In May 2008, a successful test was carried
out of a combined short-circuit and arc fault
protection device made by Moeller and de-
ployed in an
E - 8 2 W E C .
The Arcon arc
fault protec-
tion device
was able to
e x t i n g u i s h
arc faults
within 1.5
ms, long be-
fore they
could cause
any damage
to the switch-
gear or injury
to people.

“Moeller delivers top quality and offers ex-
cellent service and support,” says Overlan-
der. This is why ENERCON relies on their
products in the development of special
components, too. E.g., the pole shoe win-
ding machines used in generator manufac-
turing are controlled by electrical cabinets
almost exclusively equipped with Moeller
products. This diversity is further illustrated
by the generator impregnation facility. Mo-
eller delivers contactors, switchgears, auto-
mation controllers, monitoring units, and
position switches for this system. “There’s a
5.7-inch display that visualises all proces-
ses for great ease-of-use. This display unit
is another Moeller product,” says Torsten
Overlander.
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Fully automated production of switching and extinguishing units for NZM circuit breakers.
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Company profile

The Moeller Group, headquartered in Bonn,

Germany, is a supplier of systems and com-

ponents for power distribution and automati-

on in industrial and building applications.

Founded in 1899, the company has a power-

ful international sales network in all relevant

target markets and is represented in over 90

countries worldwide by 31 international sub-

sidiaries and by more than 350 sales offices

and distribution partners. The Moeller Group

currently employs almost 10,000 people and

generated revenue of around 1,048 million

Euros in the 2007/2008 financial year. In April

2008, the Moeller Group was acquired by US-

based Eaton Corp. (www.moeller.net)



Although member states of the EU Council
debated to the end which direction to take to
achieve this target, they were unable to in-
troduce any changes to the objective set in
March 2007 to increase the overall share of
renewable energies in use to 20 % by 2020.

In this case, the Parliament was able to
stand up to major corporations and the 
EU Commission and prevent certificate tra-
ding from being introduced with the intent to
align promotion mechanisms. This type of
trading system in no way ensures the deve-
lopment of renewable energies. Compared
to countries with a set power purchase pri-
ce such as Germany, Spain or Denmark, the
development of renewables in countries
with certificate trading is sluggish. Germany,
e.g., already has installed ten times as much
wind power as Great Britain which has out-
standing wind sites. This is mainly due to

the British quota derived from a combined 
green electricity and certificate trading.

The proposal put forward by the Commis-
sion was to abolish power purchase price 
regulations. This, however, would not only
have put an end to Germany’s Renewable
Energy Sources Act, but also to less develo-
ped renewables such as photovoltaic and
geothermia whose only chance to penetrate
the market depends on fixed power purcha-
se prices based on the type of technology.
The Commission’s intention was to achieve
economical development of renewable 
energies at favourable sites. However, in
doing so the potential of average wind sites
was neglected and thus not available for cli-
mate protection and securing power supply.

After the Commission’s plans fell through,
response in the Parliament is positive.
Mechthild Rothe, North Rhine Westphalia’s
socialdemocratic representative in the 
EU Parliament expects the Directive to pro-
vide a new impetus: “It’s precisely in times
of a global financial and economic crisis that
further development can boost an innovati-
ve industry which, in Germany alone, pro-
vides more than 250,000 people with a
future-oriented job.”

Angelika Niebler, Chairwoman on the Com-
mittee on Industry, Research and Energy is
pleased that the EU Parliament has laid out

an “ambitious groundwork” designed to in-
crease the overall share of renewable ener-
gy to 20 %: “We were able to maintain pro-
ven national promotion schemes such as
the power purchase system in Germany.”

In place of Europe-wide certificate trading
new national action plans are appearing.
Each member state has to present a plan to
the EU Commission indicating the measures
they intend to take in order to achieve the
national target. The Commission checks the
plans and in some cases may suggest that it
be reviewed and improved. Now, European
decisions are also being made in Berlin.

WINDBLATT

EU Climate policy: Renewables
Directive offers ray of hope

EU Climate target “20-20-20”

In March 2007, the member states agreed to

lower greenhouse gas emissions to at least

20 percent below 1990 levels. Should an in-

ternational agreement in the "post Kyoto pro-

cess” be reached, the EU has even committed

to a 30 percent reduction. Furthermore, the

member states agreed to increase the share

of renewable energy sources to 20 percent

and at the same time improve energy efficien-

cy by 20 percent.

In December 2008, the European Parliament passed the climate bill
which is intended to ensure that the EU meets its climate objectives.
However, under pressure from industrial lobbies, some sections of the
package were extremely watered down. Due to this, high energy con-
suming industries are not participating in emissions trading to the full
extent and the auto industry was granted yet another delay until 2015
when the limit values for CO2 emissions finally become binding. Fortu-
nately, the Renewables Directive still offers a glimmer of hope.

Angelika Niebler, Group of Christian Democrats.

Mechthild Rothe, Socialist Group member.


